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In this paper, we report for the first time the comparison of over erase susceptibility between
channel erase and bitline erase in flash memory. It is shown that due to larger tunnel area in
channel erase, channel erase is more susceptible to over erase than bitline erase. In addition,
program/erase cycling data shows that although cycling degradation was lower in channel erase
than bitline erase due to less hot-hole generation up to lOs cycles, channel erase degrades faster and
exceeds the degradation in bitline erase between lOs and 106 wcles.

1. Introduction

The tfueshold voltage after erase (Vte) of a
flash array usually shows a main normal distribution
with tail distributions. To ensure that the maximum Vte
to be identified as "erased", the lower tail bits can go
into depletion causing lealcy column afiay failure or
erratic erase behavior which impacts on cycling
reliabilityt).

Channel erase is considered capable of
alleviating the tunnel oxide degradation from cycling
stress compared to Bitline erase due to its less hot hole
generation and trapping in the oxide.

In this paper, we report for the first time the
comparison of over erase susceptibility between channel
erase and bitline erase in flash memory. It is shown that
due to larger tunnel area in channel erase, channel erase
is more susceptible to over erase than bitline erase. This
difference can become more significant as the array
density increases. Even with the implementation of setf-
convergence scheme to avoid over-erasing the cells 2'3'a),

channel erase still shows larger distribution of erased Vt
compared to bitline erase. In addition, program/erase
cycling data shows that although cycting degradation
was lower in channel erase than bitline erase due to less
hot-hole generation up to lOs rycles, channel erase
degrades faster and exceeds the degradation in bittine
erase between lOs and 106 cycles.
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2. Experimental

Nor Virtual Ground (NVG) Flash memory cells
t) were used in this study. The test structure consists of
88 cells in a mini-array with 0.65pm drawn L and llnm
tunnel oxide. Program of the cells were done by l2V on
gate and 6V on drain with duration of lOps. Channel
erase (CE) was performed by applying -l5V on the gate
and 3V on the substrate with biflines floating. Bitline
erase (BE) was done by -lsv on the gate and 3V on the
biflines while grounding the substrate. For comparison,
the erase time in both cases is controlled to achieve the
same median erased Vt in the distribution. Additional
programming-back step @gmback) for convergence was
done by 17V on the gate while grounding both bitlines
and substrate. The voltage conditions for above four
different operating modes are shown in Table L The
cell characterization is performed with an Hp4l56A
Precision Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer.

3. Investigation of Over Erase Susceptibility

Channel erase and bitline erase were
implemented on the same samples after identical
program step. In Fig.l, bitline erased Vt (Vte,bit) are
plotted against channel erased Vt (Vte,ch) for each over
erased cell. Region II (Vte,ch(0, Vte,bit>O) corresponds
to those cells that were erased to depletion by channel
erase but to normal level by bitline erase. On the
contrary, Region IV (Vte,ch)0, Vte,bit<0) corresponds
to the cells that were erased to depletion by bifline erase
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but works normal rvith channel erase. Region III shows

the cells that rvere erased to depletion for both erase

methods. Region II has more than three times of over
erased cells than Region IV or III. Fig.2 shows typical
cumulative erased Vt distribution with tail bits going
into depletion by channel erase but not by bitline erase
We believe that all the over arased cells are due to
enhanced tunneling sites because channel erase uses

larger tunnel area than bitline erase.

It has been shown that an additional
programming-back step can help to suppress erased Vt
d.istribution 2). In order to apply this two step erase

scheme, the erased Vt in the first step should be

approximately' lV below the target Vt after applying the
second programming-back step. In this work, we also
investigated the erased Vt distribution with additional
programming-back step (lsec) following the same erase

time (lsec) to zuppress Vt distribution. As shown in
Fig.3, bitline erase has much tighter distribution (1.5V)
compared to channel erase (2.9V;. The additional
programming-back step suppresses the tail distribution
very effrcientll' after bitline erase, but not after channel
erase. This results zuggests that the enhanced tunneling
site probably results from traps but not thin spots or
defects due to the as_vmmetric tunneling behavior.

4. Program/Erase Cycling Results

We compared the cycling reliability for channel
and bitline erase in_Fig. 4. Channel erase exhibits better
reliability up to l0' cycles as expected. However, from
105 to 106 rycles, bitline erase shows saturation in
degradation and demonstrates better reliability than
channel erase. This result can be attributed to two
factors: first. rve use negative gate voltage and low
bitline voltage in bitline erase to reduce hot hole
generation: secondly, in the bitline erase, the tunneling
area is smaller so that the degradation can saturate faster
than the larger tunnel area in channel erase. The results
of PiE cycling on over erased cell with additional
programming-back step is shown in Fig.S. The
difference betneen the erased Vt and the programming-
back Vt decreases rvith cycles due to continuous
degradation in tunnel oxide.

The q'cling result without tunnel oxide
breakdown suggests that the over erase of the cell is not
likely due to thin spots or oxide defects. Most probably
it is due to hole traps generated from plasma damage.
The traps can enhance tunneling initially, but tends to

lose its effectiveness as they are gradually frlled by holes

with P/E rycling.

5. Conclusion

Although commonly channel erase is

considered to be better for cycling reliability than bitline
erase, this study demonstrates that it is more vulnerable
for over erase due to its larger tunneling area. Bitline
erase with negative gate voltage and small bitline
voltage showed beffer cycling reliability than channel
erase after 105 cycles although it degraded faster up to
105 cycles. The rycling results on over erased cell
suggests that the over erase is caused by oxide traps
instead of thin spots or defects.
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Prog ram/Erase Conditions

VG VD VS Vsub Time

Program I2V 6V OV OV 10 us

CE -15V float float 3V ls

BE -15V 3V 3V OV 0.1 s

Pgmback LTV OV OV OV 1s

Table l. Voltage conditions for four different operating modes.
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Figure l. Channel Erased Vt (Vte, ch) versus Bitline
erased Vt (Vte, bit) for all the over erased cells. Each
point represents one cell.
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Figure 2. Typical cumulative erased Vt distribution by
channel erase and bitline erase.
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Figure 5. Program/Erase cycling for an over erased cell
with additional programming-back step.
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Figure 3. Cumulative Vt
programming-back step for
cells.
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